ESG Connects

14 October 2021
2.45 - 6.00 pm
Login from 2.45 pm

Keynote
Meteorologist
Reinier van den Berg
All in English
unless otherwise
stated
Challenge
‘Go for Green’ in your outfit
or (virtual) background

Download
the Zoom-app:
read how in
the
instruction

Programme

4.30-5.20 pm

5.20-5.30 pm

5.30-6.00

Make your choise
At 3.25 pm and 3.50 pm you are
welcome in one of the seven tents
at our online festival or linger on
the virtual lawn. The sessions last
20 (and sometimes 40) minutes:
make sure you are in your choice
tent on time.
Take a breath
If you want, you can stretch your
legs outside Zoom. Or linger and
listen to a selection from our own
ESG Climate top 20.
Final round
Sessions start at 4.35 pm and 5
pm. Make your choice in the
elective programme and join.
The MoshPit
Cheerful and energizing ending .
You don't want to miss that!
You can also have a drink
online
Every five minutes you automatically come to a new drink table:
nice to chat with known and new
colleagues. And of course you are
free to “go home” whenever you
want.

Tent 2

Tent 3

3.25 pm

Green Solutions @ESG

3.50 pm

It can't be greener
Bram de Vos welcomes you. Listen
to Reinier van den Berg: how does
he see the climate change and
what does he see as our greatest
task?

Tent 1

1
2

The rise and fall
of rationality
in language
Marten
Scheffer

Making our
research more
transformative
for society
Josephine
Chambers

Wageningen
Biodiversity
Initiative
Jeanne Nel

More about
Wander

The wolf is
back in the
Netherlands
Hugh
Jansman
&
Femke
Broekhuis

Tent 4

Tent 5

Your development
Tour ESG-Garden
(NL)
Wieger
Wamelink

Just Fun

Dan le Fay

Saakje Bakker

Tour Lumen
& Gaia
(NL)

Tent 7

Mind Boggling

Storytelling

Marit
Nolten
Lumen

Iona Meureta

Tent 6

With a good
compass you
never get lost

The Assembly
Line

Lucia Bomert

Robert
Stegeman

If you want, you can stretch your legs outside Zoom.
Or linger and listen to a selection from our own ESG Climate top 20.

Break

4.10-4.30 pm

You are welcome!
Bring a cup of tea or coffee with
something tasty.

3
4

The rise and fall
of rationality
in language
Marten
Scheffer

Making our
research more
transformative
for society
Josephine
Chambers

More about
Wander
Iona Meureta

Wageningen
Biodiversity
Initiative
Jeanne Nel

The wolf is
back in the
Netherlands
Hugh
Jansman
&
Femke
Broekhuis

Tour ESG-Garden
(UK)
Wieger
Wamelink

Storytelling

With a good
compass you
never get lost

Saakje Bakker

Lucia Bomert

Tour Lumen
& Gaia
(UK)
Marit
Nolten
Lumen

More about the offer per tent on the next page.

The Assembly
Line
Robert
Stegeman

Mind Boggling
Dan le Fay

Connect

Virtual lawn
Each round you’re welcome to linger on the virtual lawn.

3.20-4.10 pm

stated

4.35 pm

3.00-3.20 pm

unless otherwise

5.00 pm

2.45-3.00 pm

All in English

Elective programme

Tent 3
The wolf is back in the Netherlands
Hugh Jansman, animal ecologist &
Femke Broekhuis, lecturer
The wolf in the Netherlands is here to stay, shows a
recent report from Hugh Jansman a.o. How can we
live together with the wolf? Hugh and Femke
(specialised in wild life in Kenya) discuss this

Tent 2

together, also with the participants.
Note: this session is 40 minutes.

Wageningen Biodiversity Initiative (WBI)
Jeanne Nel, programme leader Biodiversity
We can only stop biodiversity loss if we all work together right now. Do you
want to know how you can cooperate? Join the presentation of the WBI.

Let Wander work for you
Ioana Mereuta, sr. project manger WANDER

Tent 4

Tent 5

Tour ESG-Garden

Storytelling

Wieger Wamelink,
ecologist and exobiologist

Sjaakje Bakker

With a good compass
you never get lost

There is a storyteller in every

Lucia Bomert (Kapok)

Do you want to know which

practical workshop we will work

Work and Life. Goals, make

exotic animal was once in the

with the basics of storytelling.

choices, choose your way.

garden? Why is there a fence

So that you are never short of

Along the way you will encoun-

around it? Which special species

a story again and know how to

ter obstacles, bears and

can be found? Join Wieger on the

convey your story with impact.

distractions. What helps? If

online tour through the garden.

Note: this session is 40 minu-

you know what your course is.

Note: in the first round NL and

tes.

You have your own compass.
Learn how to (re) find your
compass.

Tour Lumen & Gaia
Marrit Nolten, location
manager Gaia/Lumen
Would you like to know more
about our special buildings: the
philosophy of the designs, how
sustainable they are and why the

See dynamic examples of data visualisation and brainstorm how to

water in the toilet is yellow? Then

approach its added value from your area of expertise.

join Marrit's virtual tour.
Note: in the second round NL
and fourth round UK.

Tent 7
Mind Boggling
Dan le Fay (Kapok)
Your brain sometimes steers its own

The rise and fall of rationality in language

course. Don't immediately believe your

Marten Scheffer, professor

grow. Watch perceptual manipulator Dan.

assumptions. Those who can wonder, can

The Assembly Line

Recent language research shows a shift from collective to

Robert Stegeman (Kapok)

individual and from rationality to emotion. Talk to Marten
about this research and what it could mean for your work as a
scientist.

In cooperation with

person. Also in you! In this

third round UK.

Extended reality will become an advance tool in research and education.

Tent 1

Tent 6

The game known from TV in an old-fashioned and cozy new jacket. Who remembers

Making our research more transformative for
society
Josie Chambers, postdoc
Many researchers want their research to contribute to positive
changes for society and the environment, yet what approaches
hold the most potential to transform the status quo? How can
we embrace and learn from a diversity of approaches? Join
Josie to find out more.

the most objects? Find out if your
short-term memory is still intact.

The virtual lawn
Every round you are welcome to linger on the
virtual lawn and catch up with known and new
colleagues.

Do you have a question about ESG Connects?
Mail to directieesg@wur.nl.

